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about the Software
the Bim standard design software is owned by one of
the market leading software developer companies,
autoDesK. it is a full 3D software, developed for the
Building information modelling (Bim) standard, which is
the beginning of a new era in architectural design. the
software is taking over the role in the market of its
ancestor, the Computer aided Design (CaD) standard
and CaD-based softwares (autoCaD, archiCaD etc).

about the Product
the project owner developes intelligent objects, organised
object libraries, calculator and designer add-ins, object 
updates and translations. the Product lines based on 
the project owners costumers HvaC companies’ product 
portfolio, according to their technical datas, and also 
based on the project owners customers architectural 
designers, according to their technical datas and every 
day needs.

Product advantageS
the objects are suitable for all Bim softwares and 
compatible with previous technologies as well.
Fully developed technology, there is no need for testing, 
before the project can be started.
introduces new objects to a developing software, which 
means growing market potential. 
the intelligent objects include more information about 
the modelled products than any other objects produced 
by competitors.

inveStment
in order to increase the attractivity for the customers,  
it is necessary to offer them a wide range of products.   
it requires professionally educated staff and hardware.
the more intelligent objects can be developed in the 
shortest time period, the higher revenue can be generated 
for the investors.

Summary: developing unique, intelligent 

objects for a bim Standard architectural 

design software.

Investment: 5.900.000 eur

location: budapest, hungary

term: 10 years

interest rate: 6,75%

grace period: 12 months
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*the photo is only illustration. 


